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Prices of Acta Crystallographica and Journal of Applied Crystallography

The Executive Committee of the International Union of Crystallography has found it necessary to increase the yearly subscription rates and also the prices of back numbers for Acta Crystallographica and Journal of Applied Crystallography as from 1 January 1982. Every endeavour has been made to keep these increases to a minimum.

Acta Crystallographica

The following rates will apply for Volumes A38 and B38 (1982). All subscription rates are fixed in Danish kroner, and the US dollar equivalents given below are subject to exchange-rate fluctuations and amendment without notice.

Complete volumes, regular price per volume

Dkr 1030 ($158)

Dkr 400 ($62)

All subscribers in the USA and Canada should add to the above subscription rates the additional charge for airfreighting as mentioned below.

The same conditions apply to reduced-rate subscriptions as in the case of Acta Crystallographica (see above).

Single parts

The price for single parts of Volume 15 (1982) is Dkr 260 ($40)

Airfreighting of copies to the USA and Canada

Deliveries of Acta Crystallographica and Journal of Applied Crystallography to the USA and Canada in 1982 will continue to be by air freight to New York and thence by second class mail. The use of this service is obligatory for all subscribers in those countries. The charges in Danish kroner are as given below.

Acta Crystallographica

Sections A & B (combined subscription) Add Dkr 160 ($25)

Section A only Add Dkr 50 ($8)

Section B only Add Dkr 110 ($17)

Journal of Applied Crystallography

Add Dkr 50 ($8)

Since the charges are fixed in Danish